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altea & calpe
At the indicated time pick up from your hotel to head to Altea: a village with a very special and unique charm. We will begin our tour from
Plaza del Convento to access, through Pont de Moncau, the neighborhood of Vellaguarda . It is a set of steep and narrow streets
with viewpoints and small roundabouts. We will arrive at the Plaza
(square), cultural and leisure center of Altea, where the Church of the
Virgen del Consuelo is located. Its tranquility have made Altea the
paradise of artists and artisans, whose shops and stalls populate the
Casco Viejo (Old Town). Free time.
Then we will continue to Calpe, a village full of history through which
different cultures have passed: Iberians, Romans, Muslims and Christians and where the Rock de Ifach has always played an important
role in the history of its population. We will walk through its old
town to discover some remains of architecture from the 14th and
15th centuries. Calpe also conserves the arrabal: neighborhood of
Moorish origin with narrow and steep streets. We will discover the
fishing tradition of this population through its port and fish market (lonja), where the fish auction is done live and in which we can
participate (only afternoons). Free time.
Approximate duration: 8 hours.
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ALBUFERA
At the indicated time pick up from your hotel and departure to the
Natural Park Albufera , a wonderful natural landscape.
Albufera means, according to its Arabic origin al-buhayra, the small
sea. In some Arab poems it is called Mirror of the Sun, a term that
already gives an approximate idea of the beauty and romanticism that
characterizes this place.
It is the largest lake in Spain and one of the most important wetlands
of the Iberian Peninsula. A place of great ecological interest in which
unique species of waterfowl hibernate. Its rich waters have traditionally served as sustenance for fishermen and rice growers, giving rise to
a succulent cuisine.
We will have free time to walk through the park or take a boat trip
along the lake (optional).
Approximate duration: 4 hours.
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MORELLA
At the scheduled time, pick up from your hotel and departure to
Morella , one of the most impressive villages in Spain, with an absolutely spectacular profile. We will pass through its gates and walk
along its walls, see the Gothic aqueduct and visit the impressive
arciprestal church named Santa María , full of artistic jewels
as fabulous as the wonderful stairs to the choir or San Francisco
Convent , where one of the few Medieval Death Dances still can be
seen in Spain... and the most courageous you can climb to the top of
the castle, to be impressed by the stunning views.
Free time.
Approximate duration: 8 hours.
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PEÑÍSCOLA
After from your hotel we will head Peñíscola, one of the main
tourist centers of the province of Castellón. The municipality extends
on over 79 km2, 17 of which run parallel to the coast and are shared
equally between the forest areas and the warm Mediterranean crops,
among which there are a lot of orange, olive and almond trees.
In contrast with the new tourist area is the old city, crowned by the
former abode of Pope Benedict XIII, a castle-fortress from 15th
century, occupies an imposing rock that stands 64 m above the sea
level. It is linked to the continent by a cord of sand that was once
swept by the waves during storms, transforming the city into an
ephemeral island.
We will take a walk through the historic center, through its cobblestone streets, entering through the San Pedro Gate, passing by
El Bufador (a natural tunnel), the Seashells House , The Lighthouse and Virgen de la Ermitana Hermitage ...
Free time.
Approximate duration: 8 hours.
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valencia
After the pick up from your hotel we will head to the city of
Valencia . Very few cities are like it, able to combine so harmoniously remnants of remote times, as distant as 138 BC, with the most
modern avant-garde buildings, erected in the new millennium. Valencia is equal to commerce, culture, cinema, theater, museums, music
and business. It is a place for international and avant-garde design and
one of the most attractive cities in Europe when it comes to fairs and
conventions.
Our first step will be to discover the New Valencia where the City
of Arts and Sciences is the largest leisure center designed for the
dissemination of science and culture. It is made up of unique buildings,
such as the Hemisféric and the “Princep Felipe” Museum of Science,
where a series of events are held (panoramic tour by bus).
Afterwards, accompanied by an official guide, we will go to the heart
of the city: at Plaza de la Reina (Queens´ Square), where we will
discover the historic center and visit the most important monuments
and buildings: the Cathedral with the Torre del Miguelete,
the Silk Market declared a World Heritage by UNESCO, and the
Central Market .

Free time.
Approximate duration: 4 hours.
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